
LEVEL DESIGN EXAMPLE 

AL-ZAIDI: VON HABRINGER OUTPOST 

INTENTION 
The main level design attention is to provide the player multiple ways to achieve his goal. The level is also quite 

simple and will teach the player how to use his powers. 

SETTING 
The level takes place inside the abandoned construction site of Al-Zoued called “Al-Zaidi”, “the Fallen City”. At 

this time, the citizen dug a big hole inside the desert in order to build the foundation of a giant Rain dome. 

Unfortunately, the workers found an Antesaleni nest. A lot of them were killed and the construction site was 

finally abandoned. Today there are still some inhabitants who were taking refuge inside old sheds and 

scaffoldings. Today the hanging city of Al-Zaidi is a sort of outpost for travelers moving to Al-Zoued. The 

Antesaleni nest is obstructed since a long time and nobody seems to have seen one of them.  

MAIN CHARACTERS 
NPC-B is hiding in Al-Zaidi with his body-guard NPC-C inside a Von Habringer outpost. He possesses blueprints 

that can be used to build the same rain engines that provide water to Al-Zoued. He therefore aims to sell these 

to an emerging Family called “Ragk-Nafla”. Indeed Ragk-Nafla members want the blueprints to build their own 

city. NPC-B is convinced that they cannot build a Rain engine as the technology is far too advanced for them. 

But he is interesting by the money as he could buy himself a new identity and so he will not obliged to run 

anymore. So he finalized an agreement with Ragk-Nafla to sell the Rain Engine. At the beginning of the level, 

NPC-B is waiting for the agreement to happen. 

NPC-C travels with NPC-B. He is in charge of watching the computer containing the Rain engine blueprints. 

NPC-D warned Tears about NPC-B plan. So Tears moved to Al-Zaidi in order to catch him. He wants to find him, 

prevent him to reach Al-Zoued and eventually kill him. He also wants to grab the Rain engine blueprints. 

OBJECTIVES 

FIND NPC-B (MAIN OBJECTIVE) 
The player has to find NPC-B who is apparently hiding in the bigger house of the city. 

FIND THE RAIN ENGINE BLUEPRINTS (SECONDARY OBJECTIVE) 
The player has to steal the Rain engine blueprints in order to prevent NPC-B to sell them. 

FIND MEMORY CRYSTALS (SECONDARY OBJECTIVE) 
There is three Memory Crystals to collect owned by NPC-2, NPC-B and NPC-C.



2D LAYOUT 

 

 



BLOCKING 
Map built with UDK-2013-02 (older version might work as well). Some character meshes are used as placeholders to indicate starting NPC positions. Biggest characters 

stand for Guards, smaller ones for standard NPC. There are few differences between this level and the 2D layout but without effect on the gameplay. The most notable 

difference is the Solar panel console standing at the roof of the barracks instead of below him. 

http://www.unrealengine.com/udk/downloads/


GAMEPLAY DESCRIPTION 
Numbers are referenced on the 2D layout picture. 

1. THE ELEVATOR 

The player starts nearby the elevator. He has a wide field of view showing him his final objective: the Von 

Harbinger house. 

The guards will not attack the player in this part of the level. 

CHARACTERS 
 NPC-1 

o Move from the stock area nearby the community hotel 

o The player might possess him to follow his routine and have an overview of the level (Part 1 

and 2 only) 

 

2. COMMUNITY HOTEL 

The player can access a secret Memory Crystal available in a strong-box at the second floor. The strong-box is 

closed by a secret combination that player has to find. The room where the strong-box can be found is also 

guarded by a NPC who will automatically attack anyone who comes in. 

The guards will not attack the player in this part of the level. 

CHARACTERS 
 NPC-2 

o Rich member of Von Habringer Family 

o Possessor of the Memory Crystal 

o Thoughts about the strong-box location and the digital combination. 

 NPC-2a 

o NPC-2 follower 

o Member of Von Habringer Family 

o Knows that NPC-2 have a Memory Crystal locked inside his room and will thought about it. 

 NPC-2b 

o NPC-2 follower 

o Member of Von Habringer Family 

o Knows that NPC-B is passing through Al-Zaidi  

o Knows also that NPC-B sold him a Memory Crystal 

 NPC-3 

o Hotel keeper 

o Merchant 

o Provide information about Al-Zaidi and his history 

 NPC-4 

o Young Lady 

o Afraid of Von Habringer Family 

o Stays in her hotel room 

o In relationship with NPC-6 

o Hide NPC-6 authorization as she does not want him to go at Von Habringer House 



o Will provide NPC-6 authorization to the player when NPC-6 will be convinced to leave the 

place 

COLLECTING THE MEMORY CRYSTAL – WALKTHROUGH 
 The player can gather information about the Crystal, the strong-box and the digital combination by 

reading the thoughts of NPC-2, NPC-2a or NPC-2b. 

 The player can avoid attacking the guard in front of the door by using the “Sleep” order on him. He can 

also attack him directly by using his Telepathic powers. It is also possible to enter the room through 

the window. 

 If the player waits too long to steal the Crystal, NPC-2 will leave the first floor and get back to his room 

in order to rest. The player might flee the room by using the window or disable NPC-2 with Telepathic 

powers. NPC-2 might also warn the closest guards. 

 

3. VON HABRINGER HOUSE GATEWAY 

The gateway leading to Von Habringer house is guarded by a foot guard and a sentry. Nobody can pass through 

the gate without a specific authorization. 

The guard will automatically attack the player if he tries to pass through the gateway. 

CHARACTERS 
 NPC-6 

o Is arguing with a guard about the authorization 

o He apparently needs to cross the gate to deliver a package for Von Habringer 

o The authorization is owned by NPC-4 without his knowing 

 NPC-7 

o Old lady 

o Not affilied to any Family 

o Is enjoying the coolness of the shadow, looking at the villagers passing in front of her 

CROSSING THE GATE – WALKTHROUGH 
 The player can use the “Attack” Order on NPC-6 to trigger a fight between the NPC and the guard. 

Then he only has to escape the sentry instead of struggling against the two guards at the same time. 

Using a “Focus” or “Sleep” Orders on a guard might also help the player to avoid being spotted. 

 Collect a memory about a love scene inside NPC-4 mind and put it into NPC-6 mind. NPC-6 will leave 

the guard to join his girlfriend. They will argue then decide to leave the place. The player will be able 

to investigate the room and eventually find the authorization inside a chest. 

 The player can read NPC-6 thoughts to discover that NPC-4 always hide her stuff inside a small chest. 

The player will therefore guess the authorization location. So he can control NPC-4, force to open the 

chest with the “Focus” Order and give the authorization to NPC-6. 

 

4. BARRACKS 

The barracks is the place where Von Habringer guards are able to rest. It is therefore a dangerous place the 

player has to sneak through. 

Two guards are sleeping inside the barracks. Another one is patrolling outside the building. 



The guards will automatically attack the player in this part of the level. 

CHARACTERS 
 NPC-8 

o Skilled worker in charge of solar panels 

o Can be controlled to deactivate the solar panels without drawing the guards attention. 

CROSSING THE BARRACKS – WALKTHROUGH 
 The player can sneak outside the building. He can directly attack the guard or neutralize him with 

specific Orders. 

 The player can also enter the barracks through a window, cross the room then leave it from another 

window. He therefore has to move carefully as the guards are asleep. 

 NPC-8 will not notice the player as he is too focused on his work. 

 

5. VON HABRINGER HOUSE 

The Von Habringer House door is guarded by two guards. Inside the house the player can found the Rain 

engine blueprints. He can also access to the Garden where he will find NPC-B. 

The blueprints are saved on a computer protected by a password. 

The guards will automatically attack the player in this part of the level. 

CHARACTERS 
 NPC-C 

o Is wearing a Telepathic protection preventing the player to know the password by reading his 

thoughts. 

o The password is related to NPC-D name. 

o He will warn the guards as soon as he detects the player. The player will therefore have some 

time to escape the guards. If the player is caught, he will automatically go to the Garden (last 

part of the level). 

ACCESS THE BLUEPRINTS – WALKTHROUGH 
 First of all, the player has to learn the password.  

o The player has to sneak through NPC-C chamber. He can avoid the guards by moving through 

balcony and windows. 

o By accessing NPC-C chamber he will find a Memory Crystal containing a love scene between 

NPC-C and NPC-D. That is the first time the old relationship between NPC-D and NPC-C will be 

revealed to the player.  

o The player can also listen to the conversation between the guards in front of the main door. 

They will speak about NPC-C and the computer, trying to guess what the password could be. 

One of the guards will notice that “A good password is always related to something special, 

something personal”.  

o The player can therefore guess that the password is NPC-D name. 

o There is another Memory Crystal to collect in NPC-B room. 

 Then, the player has to force NPC-C to leave the computer room 

o The player can use NPC-8 to deactivate the Solar Panel Console. By doing this the computer 

will shut down. NPC-C will leave the room in order to see what is happening. The player can 



follow the discussion between NPC-C and NPC-8 from a hidden position or by creating a 

telepathic bond with NPC-8. NPC-8 will quickly start to reactivate the engine but the process 

will takes some times. Meanwhile the player can go to the computer room, wait for the 

engine to start and type the correct password. He has to be quick because NPC-C will get back 

to the computer room as soon NPC-8 will finish his job. 

o Once the correct password is typed on the computer, Tears will insert a small disc inside it in 

order to collect blueprints datas. Then the discs will damage the computer, preventing others 

to access the blueprints. 

 

6. GARDEN 

NPC-B can be found inside the garden. This is the only place where water can be found. NPC-B is feeding an 

Antesaleni trapped inside a cage. It’s the first time the player will see the monster as there is a screen above 

the cage showing the creature in its real shape. 

As soon the player will come into the garden, Tears will try to attack him with Telepathic powers. But NPC-D is 

wearing a new kind of telepathic protection that will poison Tears mind. Tears will therefore collapse. Once he 

wakes up, NPC-D is behind the garden grids and the Antesaleni will be released from his cage.  

The player has to defeat the monster by using the water pools around the garden. Water pools will reveal 

monster presence and the player will therefore be able to attack him with psychic powers. 

At the end of the battle, the garden will be opened by NPC-3. He will tell the player that NPC-B and NPC-C were 

running out Al-Zaidi. Tears decides to follow them by travelling through the old Antesalini nest. 

 

END OF LEVEL 


